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FORTHCOMING HRCR MIDLANDS EVENTS

An ex-Works prepared Saab 99 at last year’s HRCR Open Day. © David Yorke

12 January

11th HRCR OPEN DAY, GAYDON
This year’s theme will be the 60th anniversary of BMC’s Mini (not 6R4 as website says!) so HRCR
Mini Cup competitors past and present will take the fore.
As if that was not enough, once again it will see the launch and opening of the entry list for our own
Derbyshire Dales Drive will take place at the HRCR Open Day, and assistance will be needed to
steward the stand during the day.
Entry to the exhibits at the HRCR Open Day is free to all and for those who want to combine their
visit to view the World's largest collection of Historic British cars with over 300 classic cars on display,
discounted pre-booked tickets can be purchased by clicking onto the following link using the code
MEMBER2019HRCR
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/historic-rally-car-register-open-day-2019-tickets-51805017201
Where and When : British Motor Museum, Banbury Road, Gaydon, Warwickshire CV35 0BJ. (M40
Junction 12) Set-up likely to be from 08:30hrs with opening to the public at 09:30hrs until 15:30hrs.

19 - 20 Jan

VSCC MEASHAM NIGHT RALLY
The Measham Night Rally is one of the greatest challenges for Drivers and Navigators in the VSCC
Calendar.
The main rally comprises two loops, totalling approx 140 miles with straightforward, “no tricks”
navigation and its entrants will be eligible for the Measham Challenge Cup + Class awards
There is also a concurrent Measham “Lite” Rally that will run over the first half of the main Measham
route. It is an event in its own right of approximately 80 miles and its entrants will be eligible for the
Measham Mug
What is interesting is that such rallies are now open to Pre-1962 Historic cars so may be of interest
to some HRCR Members. All Competitors are encouraged to arrive earlier in the day, when we have
been invited into the ‘Quick Reaction Hangar’ at Bruntingthorpe during the afternoon of the event to
see the 1950’s Cold War Jets, specifically the ‘Lightnings’ which are kept there and are being restored
by enthusiasts, some of whom are VSCC Members of course.
For the last three years, the rally has started from Bruntingthorpe Aerodrome in Leicestershire and
the 2019 event is no different, the Start, Halfway and Finish all at the Aerodrome. It is an excellent
venue, easy to get to from any part of the country, and offers ample trailer parking, undercover
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scrutineering, fettling facilities and plenty of plotting room. Drinks and hot food will be available on
site throughout the event.
Instructions in the first half will be by map reference only (i.e. traditional), whilst the second half will
be following a new format that will be easily accessible to all, with the emphasis being on accurate
timekeeping. There will also be two sections timed to the second to act as a tie decider. These will
be completed on the airfield before heading out on the main route.
MARSHALS - The Organisers would be delighted to welcome any offers to marshal for the event.
Please contact the VSCC Competition Department directly via andrew.tarring@vscc.co.uk or
thorough the VSCC Web site www.vscc.co.uk
Where and When : Bruntingthorpe Airfield, Leicestershire

16 February HRCR ANNUAL DINNER DANCE + AWARDS PRESENTATION
HRCR Midlands Members should have received a Booking Form with their December / January issue
of Old Stager.
If you wish to stay at the hotel on the Saturday night at advantageous rates, it can only be done on a
first come, first served basis via David Holmes, email david@rishworthhomes.com tel 01788 822188.
Where and When : Woodland Grange Hotel, Old Milverton Lane, Leamington Spa Warks CV32 6RN.
Things begin at 6pm for 7pm and last until midnight.

17 February HRCR AGM
The President, Vice Presidents’ and some Committee Members’ posts are up for election.
The Notice of the AGM and Nomination papers were also issued with the December / January issue
of Old Stager anmd give details of eligibility requirements and timetables for submissions.
Nominiations are to be sent either by post to The General Secretary, Tony Barron or emailed to
admin@hrcr.uk to arrive no later that Friday 29 January 2019.
Similarly, any item that you may wish to be placed on the Agenda or for discussion after the AGM
must be received by Tony no later than Friday 29 January 2019
Where and When : Woodland Grange Hotel, Old Milverton Lane, Leamington Spa Warks CV32 6RN.
The AGM commences at 10.30am.

22-24 Feb

INTERNATIONAL HISTORIC MOTORSPORT SHOW a.k.a RACE RETRO
Attendance has now become a regular event for a good number of HRCR Members and it is
suspected that 2019 will be no different.
Race Retro’s halls will be packed with iconic cars from all eras and disciplines of motorsport.
The Motor Sport Hall of Fame Live is usually in Hall 3 and should have some of the most well-known
cars from motorsports’ past and present. Marking the 40th anniversary of the first victory by a
turbocharged car in Formula 1, the 2019 display celebrates this thrilling era with an exciting display
of racing machinery which includes the Williams FW11 actually driven to championship victory by
Nelson Piquet. Powered by a 1.5-litre turbocharged V6 engine made by Honda, Nelson would score
wins in the car’s debut season of 1986 and Williams would go on to clinch that season’s constructor’s
title.
One of the most exciting elements of the show is the Live Rally Stage with near continuous action.
Taking place only on Saturday and Sunday, the stage celebrates rallying's past with a stunning
selection of cars brought together by Rallying with Group B. in 2018, close to 120 Group A, B and C
cars took to the stage. However, the Rally Stage isn't just for spectators. For those who want to get
more of a thrill from their day at show, head over to the Rally Stage and book yourself in for a
passenger ride with one of the experienced rally drivers, many of whom are still competing
regularly. A few laps around the stage will cost just £25.
For further details and maybe ticket offers, consult https://www.raceretro.com/
Where : Stoneleigh Park, Coventry, CV8 2LZ
Stoneleigh Park is located 1 mile/1.5 kilometres east of the A46 dual carriageway road between
Junction 15 of the M40 and the A45 dual carriageway (Birmingham to Coventry, Rugby and the M1
Junction 17). The A46 to the north, links with Junction 2 of the M6, beyond Coventry.
It is also on the B4113 road between Leamington Spa and Coventry. However, visitors in cars will
be routed on to the site by Event Signs, using the B4115 road, which runs parallel to the A46,
between the A452 and the B4113, near Stoneleigh village.
When : Friday 0930 to 1730hrs : Saturday 0930 to 1730hrs : Sunday 0930 to 1630hrs
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2 March

JOHN HARRIS (DERBYSHIRE) TRIAL
Once again, this event clashes with the Tour of Cheshire but offers those who enjoy mud-plugging to
see some Vintage and PreWar cars tackle some classic trails sections.
Where and When : various locations in Derbyshire, of which details will be given in future issues
once known.

16 March

THE JASPER’S BAKERIES AGBO HISTORIC STAGES RALLY
Subject to the approval by Motorsport UK, this rally should be the first round of the HRCR Mini Sport
Cup. As ever, marshals will be needed, preferably with 2019 Motorsport UK licenses.
Where and When : Weston Park, Shropshire

Spring

MAJOR SPEAKER
A major figure within the world of UK motor sport has been approached and is prepared to visit us in
the Midlands.
Where and When : We are still waiting to learn of the very busy person’s availability but. Since time
has moved on, it will now probably be sometime in February or March. The intended venue will be
the Coopers Arms at Weston-on-Trent, the one used for our previous major talks.

‘LOCAL’ AND OTHER EVENTS OF POSSIBLE INTEREST
Contributions from motor clubs within the Midlands area are always welcome.
As ever, please confirm details with the relevant event organisers.

Key to HRCR Events
1

HRCR Scenic Tour series

2

HRCR Clubmans Road Rallying Championship

3

HRCR Speed series

4

HRCR Old Stager Historic Stage Rally Championship

5

HRCR Stage Masters Historic Stage Rally Challenge

6

HRCR Premier Rally Championship

HRCR

Date
10-13 January

Event

Contact

Autosport International Show : NEC Birmingham

tel 0207 287 9610

Performance & Tuning Car Show : NEC
Birmingham

tel 0844 858 6758

16 February

Visit Conwy Cambrian Rally, Llandudno
Prestone British Rally Championship

tel 07788 995345.

2 February

HRCR Navigators Training Day : Ross-On-Wye
Within easy access of the M50, M5 and M4. A
maximum of 50 people will learn the basics of
navigation to allow them to compete on a day light
regularity event. The day costs £50 per person

More details at www.hrcr.co.uk

2

2 March

2

23/24 March

2

14 April

Tour of Cheshire : Where else?
North Yorkshire Classic : again, where else?
Ilkley Jubilee Historic Rally : guess

For details of future HRCR events during 2019, see the new Yearbook that
should be available at the HRCR Open Day.
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MIDLANDS AREA

DERBYSHIRE DALES DRIVE, 2nd June 2019
A Scenic Tour for Classic Cars in Derbyshire and Staffordshire

The HRCR Midlands Region will be organising the 7th ‘Derbyshire Dales Drive’ on Sunday 2nd June 2019.
The route this year will spread a little wider allowing you to visit more of the open moorland sections of
Derbyshire and Staffordshire. You will have the option of completing a 100 mile or 120 mile route.
The start and finish will again be at the Pavilion Gardens in Buxton, with a lunch halt at Carsington Water.
Buxton provides a super venue for us and there is plenty of accommodation if you want to stay overnight.
Your coffee halt will be at the Derbyshire and Lancashire Gliding Club – if the weather is good there should
be plenty of action!
The entry fee (for a crew of 2) is being held at £75. This will include breakfast, morning coffee, a picnic
lunch, and buffet at the finish. A tour plate, a comprehensive roadbook, and a souvenir are also included.
Each crew will receive a souvenir digital photograph taken during the event.
We support the East Midlands Air Ambulance.
Further details, regulations and an entry form will be available from 12 January via

www.derbyshiredalesdrive.co.uk
Alternatively, contact Peter Haynes at midlands@hrcr.co.uk.

Part of the Historic Rally Car Register Scenic Tour Series sponsored by

Industrial services
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REPORTS
Reports and articles with historic motor sport interest are very much welcomed. The views expressed are not
necessarily those of either the Region’s Management Team or the HRCR Committee. All rights are reserved by the
respective contributors and their particular permission is required for reproduction of any material in this Newsletter.

RALLY OF THE TESTS : HARROGATE TO BRISTOL : 8 – 11 NOVEMBER 2018
“From Harrogate it started” and for us it was the tenth anniversary of our first rally in Maisie, the 2008 Lombard Rival,
which also started in Harrogate from the same hotel.
About ten days before the start, we got the general route information and a couple of regularities to plot onto the 24
maps covering the route, over 100 grid references and a London Map (26 points) to plot.
From the Thursday morning we were expected to be in period clothing and would get more information to plot and the
test diagrams. So most of the day was spent plotting whilst Clive marked up the test diagrams. In the evening there
was a short Prologue comprising two regularities and two tests. The route was given as we left the Main Control, the
first regularity being around Brimham Rocks. Then came a test at Coldstone Quarry (used on The Ilkley) with the
second regularity starting as we stopped on the finish line and which took us back towards Harrogate and the final
test on the roads of Ron Beecroft’s farm, Ron having been multiple Motoring News Champion in the 1990’s. The
purpose of the Prologue was to sort out the seeding for the following day. We were pleasantly surprised to be 13 th
(and first in class) but this meant an early start with the first car away at 07.45 each day.
So, Friday. We were away at 07.58 with two runs around Harewood Hill which was very slippery and run
anticlockwise, the opposite of last year. Next came a test at Bramham Park, through a barn and on to a farm track –
again the stop line of which would also be the regularity start (on private land so extra controls). We turned too early
and took in an extra loop but luckily for us as we returned back onto the correct route an Alfa shot past and we were
able to latch on the back whilst we regained our bearings. Leaving Bramham, we crossed over the A1 to two more
tests at Alcaster Malbis, ones on the old airfield around piles of spoil and cone chicanes.
Regularity 2 ‘Yorkshire Wolds’ was defined by just three map references showing approaches or departures before
three more tests near Driffield named “Marching Orders” “Privates Progress” and “Army Manoeuvres” and being more
airfield tests.
Lunch was at Pappa’s Fish & Chips in sight of the Humber Bridge which, while not exactly a navigator’s choice, was
in fact very nice. As we crossed the Humber (£1.50 at the ready) I hardly noticed the bridge as it was head down
plotting the next regularity. I wasn’t totally confident that I had it as we approached the line. We had to use a white so
we tested a couple of wrong ones shown on the map, but no joy and we missed the correct one with a lot of other
crews so dropped a control!
Next were a couple of tests at Blyton circuit followed by a “descriptive style” regularity around Bassingham with the
distances in yards and approximations. Friendly faces from Carlton + District MC then greeted us for two laps around
Fulbeck Kart circuit, to which the approach road was particularly rough!
Then it was on from Fulbeck to the only regularity on familiar ground for us (around Eastwell and Scalford). We
cornered a right-hand bend, the car shuddered and we coasted to a halt. The car wouldn’t move even under its own
power so we had to make a call to the service crews. Ken and Charlie (who works at TR Enterprises) were soon with
us and we had also managed to contact Colin who was on his way home after testing with the touring cars at
Donington. Ken and Charlie decided it was most likely the diff so they disconnected the prop shaft for us, enabling
Colin to winch us straight on to the trailer when he arrived.
Once he had collected the van and trailer, he rescued us and we got back home. It was nearly 8pm and whilst Clive
fetched spares from the farm, Colin started to disconnect the gearbox and diff. The diff was seized, which is why it
was difficult to get it in to the garage. And as the gear box was covered in oil, they thought it prudent to change both
units since Clive had already crunched reverse at Blyton. Finishing about midnight, they took it for a quick run
around the block to make sure all was OK and we finally arrived at The Belfry at 2am but then could hardly sleep.

Only a little Midnight Oil was
needed

#83 Clive and Anji Martin on the test that was using the main sprint
track the ‘wrong’ way. Read elsewhere for what happened next
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Because Saturday’s seeding was based on placings at the lunch time on the Friday, before our mishap, we again had
an earlyish start. The its was a blast around Curborough but going too many times around the island cost us some
time but it was nice to see several familiar faces in the crowd.
Our first regularity of the day started at Chillington House on private land before re-joining public roads and was
followed by a couple of tests at Ditton Priors. This was very slippery which was good as Clive was supposed to be
looking after the gearbox! The location was a former ammunitions storage depot with lots of concrete curbs to be
mindful of. This was used on the 2016 event for a regularity section in the dark.
More regularities followed “Clun Valley” (3 grid references and no more than 0.2m of white, being the long way
around a triangle) and “Felindre” which had 3 NAMS, the second of which had us slipping behind a pub (not on the
diagram) and a blast around a farmyard although the planned ford had had to be scrapped as it was too deep. Lunch
was at Llandrindod Wells and then it was on for more tests “Down on the Farm” and two runs around Builth Wells
showground, which again had quite a lot of spectators.
Next was Epynt, which was a first for us. At a five-way junction, we went straight on but found 3 more cars at the top
of the hill so all of us had made the wrong slot (it looked correct according to the map) so there was a bit of an Italian
Job as we all shot back down again in convoy and back on to route to the finish. Unfortunately, the Anglia of Robert
and Susan McLean wrong slotted, got stuck in here then burnt the clutch out trying to get going. So they had to retire
but luckily it was light for them but it was getting dark as the later crews were going onto the ranges.

‘I think I had hair-pinned around a cone and not just fell off the road by accident!’ - Clive
The next test was around the German Village with its shells of houses constructed in the Bavarian style and tanks
and armoured vehicles littering the streets.
The next regularity started straight after the test and I had a moment of panic when I couldn’t find the details. They
were eventually found stapled behind an earlier handout after regular HERO marshals Carol & Gordon were about to
give me their copy. This was to be a control section and we had been warned about being able to see marshals at
the top of the hill but not being able to get to them – but luckily the instructions were clear if followed – “turn to pass
40mph sign then hairpin left and turn towards cattle grid”
Next were a couple of tests around Brecon cattle market in the dark with a water splash and two more regularities in
“Usk Valley”. The instruction was to use no more than 850 yards of primary or secondary road between the start and
finish controls and add one minute for the chain bridge. This regularity finished just before the beautifully illuminated
Llancayo windmill which we had stayed in back in February. “Monmouth Lanes” followed on a London Map using just
4 of the 26 points I had pre-plotted! Lastly “Caer-ful Handing” a test on Caerwent before straight into a time control
section so, if in doubt, flat out! As there are lots of wrong slots to potentially lose time on. Our overnight halt was the
massive Celtic Manor hotel perched high on the cliff above Newport.
Due to the lost section on Friday night and the massive penalties received, we would be running almost at the back of
the field on Sunday. So, after a leisurely breakfast which was accompanied by live music from a harpist, our out time
was after 9am. First stop today would be a couple of tests at Chepstow race course, similar to the Leukaemia HRCR
Rally tests with Don & Richard on hand again to cheer us on, then back onto the motorway to cross the Severn
Estuary and another test at the back of the services “Reginald’s Revenge” in the car park.
After Coffee it was across the road for a test on a farm and again the stop line was the start of the regularity, much
frantic searching in car again for the plot but as we pulled up to the start line it was slipped into the window – joy a
Deeliarity which was OK until the first speed change when we realised we hadn’t reset the top, master trip as well.
Along with two other competitors we tried to find the slot left at 6.40 miles.
Next was the “Somerset levels” regularity, after which we managed to take a wrong turn and get stuck behind a van
on single track roads for several minutes before we could work out where we were. Glastonbury or, more
importantly, Worthy Farm was up next, and the icing on the cake as far as Clive was concerned. We started with a
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test on the car park before straight into the next regularity with 40 tulips on the farm (we had a few early penalties
here!) before joining the public highway which was still on the regularity. A Jack Russell started running down the
road in front of us which we couldn’t get past but fortunately he was running at about the correct speed. But Clive was
concentrating on not running the dog over so we missed a slot through a farm yard so had to back track to find it.
There were competitors all over the place here.
Next the test “Cattle Fodder” on the farm track we have used on Great Bustards in the past. Fortunately, we weren’t
using the crew yard part where we smashed the rear quarter of the car on a metal post a few years ago.
Regularity “Seat Hill” crossed the river twice and, luckily, I remembered the double farm track at Collishay Manor, the
only other clue being to pass through spot heights totalling no more than 150-200, which necessitated another farm
track to avoid SH 156. Just one more regularity, defined by a marked map which included a blast around some farm
tracks. Unfortunately, we turned too early through a decoy gate and missed a control between the two gates.
We then had a map with a “doctored” section of road and spent ages looking for a road which I was convinced went
under the main A road. After three false attempts we finally found it and Clive exclaimed, ‘We’ve used this before!’ By
now we were very late, tired and hungry and I was overjoyed (not) to be met with cold chips and not much else I
could eat for lunch.
Never mind, just the run back up to Bristol with a couple of tests at Castle Combe circuit on the way and the finale, a
test at the RAC Headquarters just at the side of the M5. We were pleasantly surprised to find there were still plenty of
spectators to cheer us on, even though by now it was dark and we were running at the back of the field.
We were just in time for a quick drink and change before the Awards Dinner. We were awarded the “Against All
Odds” trophyfor getting the car repaired and back in the rally. Clive was pleased to still finish 8th overall on the tests
as he had been using the standard fragile type2 gearbox for two days.

Three tired and dirty yellow Mk1’s, being ours
and those of Tim Sawyer and Mike Tanswell

The “Against all Odds” trophies, one of which needs filling with
rum for Colin after his sterling effort to get us back in the rally.
Anji Martin

HRCR President Paddy Hopkirk loaned out his Mini Cooper to Steve Entwistle
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© David Yorke

For the Rally of the Tests, Steve Entwistle had Ali Procter as his navigator and 6 EMO as his mount. This is the famous
Mini Cooper S owned by Paddy Hopkirk and with which he won the 1990 Pirelli Classic Marathon. The pair spent the
entire event locked in a three-way battle for victory with Paul Wignall and Mark Appleton in an Alfa Romeo Giulietta
Sprint and the Volvo PV544 of Dan Willan and Martyn Taylor.
As Anji Martin says in her report, the route for Day One went from Harrogate to the Belfry through the East Midlands.
Having come third on the two tests and two regularities of the Prologue, Entwistle and Proctor were second quickest
overall (to a Porsche 911) at the Harewood hillclimb course near Leeds and went better at the Fulbeck kart circuit to
be fastest overall. Such performances and Top Three times on regularities put them in the lead of the event at the end
of the day, if only by nine seconds.
Day Two saw the crews go from the West Midlands into Staffordshire, then into Shropshire, the Welsh Borders and
South Wales before the overnight halt at Newport. Entwistle and Procter were quickest out of the blocks, posting the
fastest time at Curborough sprint course. But at the next test on slippery mud at Ditton Priors, progress suffered from
the Mini having a loose front wheel hub and tarmac instead of gravel tyres. But they recovered to finish in the Top
Three on five of the day’s seven regularities, including equal fastest through the German Village on Epynt. The final
test of the day was a timed-to-a-second night section at Caerwent military camp, with 10 time controls, 10 passage
checks and 65 junctions in ten miles. Here, the pair finished one minute quicker than the rest of the field – a performance
described by rally organisers HERO in their daily bulletin as ‘simply stunning’. They would now go into the final day
with a four-second lead over the Wignall / Appleton partnership.
Day 3 comprised ten tests and six regularities crammed into 250 miles in South West England. But the Glastonbury
Festival site at Worthy Farm proved their undoing and their losing the lead once grip was found to be at a premium.
Later, they were also less competitive on the regularities than more ‘local’ top crews, losing precious seconds and
dropping to third by lunchtime. Even so, the crew and Mini set fastest time overall at the Castle Combe race circuit on
the very last test of the rally.
Commenting on his third pacing, Steve Entwistle wished to thank Mini Sport of Padiham (who look after the car for
Paddy), Mini Sport’s MD Chris Harper for making it all happen, and Paddy for his ‘unbelievable generosity’
Top Three Results:

1
2
3

Paul Wignall / Mark Appleton
Dan Willan / Martyn Taylor
Steve Entwistle / Ali Procter

Alfa Romeo Giulietta
Volvo PV544
Mini Cooper S

0.09.18s
0.09.40s
0.10.08s
David Yorke

LE JOG : DARLEY MOOR TEST : 9 DECEMBER 2018
Two Matlock Motor Club Members came first and second in Class 3 (saloons up to 1500cc and Sports up to 1300cc
produced between 1 January 1962 and 21 December 1967. They also finished 16 th and 19th overall respectively.

Kevin Haselden and Gary Evans in an Austin Mini
Cooper S © David Yorke

Gerry Simpson and HRCR Committee Member Martin
Phaff in a Lancia Fulvia © David Yorke

CHRISTMAS SOCIAL AND QUIZ : 5 DECEMBER 2018
The regular ‘End-of-the-Year-Show’ comprised a meal and a quiz with a difference at the Royal Oak in Ockbrook.
As usual, the meal was very good and we were treated to a room of our own except for another couple who seemingly
could not read the notice on the door. Fortunately, there was plenty of space available since some supporters of similar
events in previous years were absent for various reasons.
The quiz was not laptop-based this time but rather more of a traditional pub-type quiz with read-out questions, answers
sheets and picture rounds. Given the low numbers present, teams of two were created.
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The nine rounds comprised the following
1. Sports in general (sample questions below)
2. Motoring
3. Entertainment + Culture
4. Current affairs
5. Rallying
6. General Ignorance
7. Cars (picture round completed as the quiz progressed : sample questions below)
8. Rally Drivers (picture round as above)
9. Rally Co-drivers (picture round as above)
As the quiz proceeded, a more relaxed approach was taken to the scoring, which went down well with the teams though
they did ask the question master to ‘take back control’, somewhat echoing the country’s present mood regarding
international affairs.
As for what the maximum score might be, no-one had a clue come the end, not even the quizmaster himself – though
he thought that he knew at the beginning. However, this mattered not a jot since there were no losers, each team
winning the same prize. But just for the record, the scores were as follows.
Robert Robinson / Bill Granger
60.5
Jean and Harry Shephard
48
Peters Haynes and Mellor
47
Derek Peckett /John Ball
36
All in all, it was a very friendly and interactive evening and another is likely to take happen in 2019 at the around the
same time and hopefully in the same place.

ROUND 1 SPORTS IN GENERAL
Q3

Who became the first woman to win the British GT Championship this year?

Q5

Who was the British cyclist who won the third Grand Tour, the Vuleta a Espana, making it the first time ever
that all three were won by British riders though different persons?

Q. Which company owner disliked this study of a prototype? What car
did it eventually become?

Q. Weighing just 765kg, what rally car was this?

P.S. Since there had not been many activities arranged by HRCR Midlands itself during the year, there was no review
of HRCR Midlands activities. It was always questionable if anyone really appreciated the Powerpoint presentation of
such matters at earlier HRCR Open Days. However, there was some discussion about the 2019 Derbyshire Dales
Drive and various people went away with their homework, including preparation of the slide show for the event’s launch
at Gaydon.

SNIPPETS
Road Rallying
In the December edition of Spotlight, the magazine of the SD34 Motor Sport Group, it was reported that the Group’s
21 November meeting agreed that National B status Targa Rallies are to be included in the Road Rally Championship
as more traditional road rallies are not running, often replaced by a Targa rally.
Maybe such problems are not just confined to just Derbyshire. However, it was learnt at the September LARA meeting
that Section 33 charges for footpath closures seem to have become a problem in the county.
VNUK
Motorsport UK welcomes a draft report from the European Parliament's Internal Market and Consumer Protection
Committee (IMCO), which recommends that vehicles used exclusively for motorsport should not be impacted by VNUK,
an insurance issue that has been looming over the sport since 2014.
VNUK is a European Court judgement that threatens the future of all EU motorsport. It ruled that EU countries must
look again at how they enacted EU motor insurance law in their own country. The court’s interpretation would require
all motorsport vehicles to have compulsory third party motor insurance.
Motorsport UK has since been lobbying at the highest levels on behalf of UK motorsport, in conjunction with other
industry stakeholders and the world governing body, the FIA.
In the latest development, the draft report from the IMCO focuses on the use of vehicles ‘in traffic’. More specifically,
the report proposes that vehicles used exclusively for motorsport should fall outside the Motor Insurance Directive
(MID).
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Hugh Chambers, CEO of Motorsport UK, said: “We welcome this latest development, which appears to be heading in
the right direction, and will be working with the FIA to ensure a positive outcome. Motorsport UK has been making the
case for excluding motorsport from the Motor Insurance Directive since 2014. The VNUK threat has not gone away but
the direction of travel is looking more favourable and we will continue to lobby on behalf of all our members and
stakeholders.”
Quite where this places rally cars that are ‘used exclusively for motorsport’ may be unclear. One can understand that
exemption may be possible for cars used solely on single venue rallies on private land but not on events where they
have to travel on public roads. On the other hand, where road cars used for events on private land (such as autotests)
their owners may have to have may have relevant compulsory third party motor insurance. Thus the position for the
occasional motor sport competitor using his or her everyday road car needs further clarification.

UK Motor Sport Regulations : consultation
Have your say. For the latest regulation changes, see the following link
https://www.motorsportuk.org/The-Sport/Regulations/ProposedChanges-for-Consultation

FEBRUARY’S NEWSLETTER
All contributions for next month’s newsletter are very much welcomed, for which copy should be no later
than Friday 25 January 2019 to yorkesport@btinternet.com

AND FINALLY……
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